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ABSTRACT: ZnO-based oxide films are emerging as high-
performance semiconductors for field-effect transistors (FETs)
in optoelectronics. Carrier mobility and stability in these FETs
are improved by introducing indium (In) and gallium (Ga)
cations, respectively. However, the strong trade-off between
the mobility and stability, which come from In or Ga
incorporation, still limits the widespread use of metal oxide
FETs in ultrahigh pixel density and device area-independent
flat panel applications. We demonstrated that the incorpo-
ration of antimony (Sb) cations in amorphous zinc indium
oxide (ZIO) simultaneously enhanced the field-effect mobility
(μFET) and electrical stability of the resulting Sb-doped ZIO
FETs. The rationale for the unexpected synergic effect was related to the unique electron configuration of Sb5+ ([Kr]4d105s05p0).
However, the benefit of Sb doping was not observed in the zinc tin oxide (ZTO) system. All the Sb-doped ZTO FETs suffered
from a reduction in μFET and a deterioration of gate bias stress stability with an increase in Sb loading. This can be attributed to
the formation of heterogeneous defects due to Sb-induced phase separation and the creation of Sb3+ induced acceptor-like trap
states.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Transparent conducting oxide (TCO) films such as indium
oxide (In2O3), indium tin oxide (ITO), and zinc indium oxide
(ZIO) have been used extensively as a passive interconnection
component for photovoltaic light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and
active-matrix display devices because of their degenerate high
carrier densities (≥1 × 1020 cm−3) and good transparency to
visible light.1−3 Since the discovery of Ga-loaded ZIO as a
semiconductor, the applications of conventional TCOs have
been extended to the active components in field-effect
transistors (FETs), smart identification cards, flexible elec-
tronics and transparent electronics.4 The success of Ga-loaded
ZIO systems as a semiconductor is attributed to their ability to
tailor the carrier density (Ne) down to ≤1 × 1017 cm−3 via
doping of Ga cations as carrier suppressors. The development
of architecture and core processes has accelerated the
commercialization of indium gallium zinc oxide (IGZO)
FETs into consumer products such as the Apple iPad and
LG active-matrix organic light-emitting diode display
(AMOLED) TV, where the IGZO channel layers are prepared
using a vacuum-based sputtering process.5,6

However, several issues, including the need for expensive
equipment and complicated lithography processes related to

the vacuum-based preparation, make it necessary to explore
solution-processable semiconducting metal oxides. The low
processing cost, high throughput, substrate size scalability, and
versatile composition manipulation provided by solution
processing may allow the use of semiconducting oxide films
for large-area, flexible electronics in next-generation applica-
tions. For this reason, high-performance solution-processed
metal oxide FETs have been developed using novel hydrolysis
synthesis,7 a combustion process,8 high pressure annealing,9

and photochemical activation annealing.10

Controlling the fraction of indium (In) plays an important
role in boosting the field-effect mobility (μFET), which is one of
the most important metrics for FETs. The intercalation of In 5s
orbitals provides an efficient conduction pathway in the
semiconducting oxide film due to its relatively large ionic
radius. Indeed, high mobilities of >40 cm2 V−1 s−1 can often be
observed for physical vapor deposited indium oxide-based TCO
films with ≥80 at % In.11−13 Because the shallow oxygen
vacancy donor states can be easily created by the weak bond
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strength of In−O, the huge Ne value (>1 × 1019 cm−3)
observed for the TCO films results in simple conduction
behavior rather than the strong drain current modulation
required for FET devices. The mobility attainable in the oxide
FETs is thus limited to moderate Ne conditions, which suggests
there is a maximum fraction of In cations that can be tolerated
in multicomponent oxide semiconductors. The moderate Ne
value (≤1 × 1017 cm−3) in the semiconductor oxide film can be
achieved by carefully doping with oxygen getter transition
metals, which are well-known as carrier suppressors. In the case
of IGZO, Ga3+ ions, which have a smaller ionic radius, are good
oxygen getters because they have a higher ionic strength (Ze/r2,
where Z is the valence number and r is the ionic radius)
compared to those of In3+ or Zn2+.14,15

Alternatively, elements such as Zr,16 Hf,17,18 Ba,19 and Ti20,21

with low electronegativity have been examined as carrier
suppressors. Recently, Lewis acid strength (L) was proposed as
a better figure-of-merit for the suitability of a material as a
carrier suppressor.22−24 The doping of boron22 or carbon,23

which have high L values, into a semiconducting ZIO film
resulted in FETs with high μFET values. Irrespective of the
criterion used for choosing the dopants, oxide FETs showed
positive VTH displacement and an enhanced ION/OFF ratio with
an increase in carrier suppressor concentration, which induces a
reduction in Ne.

16−21 Furthermore, the photobias instability,
which is one of the critical issues for applications in
optoelectronics, can be mitigated by introducing carrier
suppressors.25 Unfortunately, the increase in carrier suppressors
in the semiconducting oxide film reduces the μFET values of the
resulting FETs. The strong trade-off relationship between the
mobility and photobias stability represents the main obstacle to
the extensive application of metal oxide FETs.26

A double channel/multiple channel concept consisting of
front and capping layers has been proposed to resolve this
trade-off relationship; in this strategy, the front layer serves as
the carrier transporting layer and the capping layer serves to
boost the photoelectric stability.27−31 However, preparing the
channel is difficult in this strategy, and maintaining a constant
front layer thickness over a large substrate area also needs to be
addressed. Thus, simple and practical routes to enhance both
the mobility and stability of metal oxide TFTs must still be
suggested and investigated.
Here, we proposed the doping of antimony (Sb) during the

solution processing of ZIO and ZTO films. The L value of Sb5+,
as a dopant, is relatively larger than those of In3+ and Zn2+;
thus, we expected that Sb would act as an oxygen getter.
Notably, the electron configuration of Sb5+ ([Kr]4d105s05p0) is
similar to that of In3+ ([Kr]4d105s0) in terms of the vacant 5s
orbital availability. If the valence state of Sb5+ can be carefully
tailored in the host oxide network, its introduction may provide
an efficient percolation conduction path. Indeed, a synergistic
effect of simultaneously boosting both mobility and stability
was observed in the ZIO system. Specifically, the Sb-loaded
ZIO FETs showed two times higher μFET values than those of
Sb-free ZIO FETs. At the same time, the positive gate bias
stress (PBS) and negative gate bias stress (NBS) instabilities of
Sb-loaded ZIO FETs were improved (compared to an Sb-free
system) by loading Sb cations in the channel layer. Conversely,
the Sb doping into the ZTO system deteriorated the carrier
mobility and electrical stability of the resulting ZTO FETs. The
strongly Sb-dependent disparity was discussed in terms of the
chemical state evolution of incorporated Sb doping and the
microstructural evolution of the ZIO and ZTO films.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials and Sample Preparation. A heavily doped p-type

Si wafer and a 100 nm-thick thermal SiO2 were used as the bottom
gate electrode and gate insulator, respectively. All precursors and
solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Precursor solutions (0.1
and 0.3 M) were formulated for the Sb-loaded ZIO fabrication by
dissolving indium nitrate hydrate (In(NO3)3·H2O, 5N purity), zinc
nitrate hydrate (Zn(NO3)2·H2O, 5N purity), and antimony acetate
(Sb(CH3COO)3, 4N purity) in 5 mL of hydrated 2-methoxyethanol
(≥99.3% purity). In the solutions, the ratio of the In to Zn precursors
was 1.7 to 1, and then antimony acetate was added at concentrations
of 0.1 and 0.15 wt %, respectively, for these precursors. Additionally,
0.1 and 0.3 M solutions to fabricate Sb-loaded ZTO films were
prepared by dissolving zinc nitrate hydrate (Zn(NO3)2·H2O, 5N
purity), tin chloride dehydrate (SnCl2·2H2O, 98% purity), and
Sb(CH3COO)3 in 5 mL of 2-methoxyethanol. Similarly, the ratio of
Sn to Zn precursors was 1.7 to 1, and two different loadings of
Sb(CH3COO)3 were used. All precursor solutions were stirred for 6 h
at 75 °C and were then passed through 0.2 μm membrane syringe
filters before spin-coating. The 0.3 M solutions were used for
fabrication of the Sb-loaded ZIO, ZTO films and their FETs if not
specifically described.

The SiO2/Si substrates were rinsed sequentially with acetone,
isopropyl alcohol and deionized water, for 10 min each. Prior to spin-
coating the precursor solutions, the cleaned SiO2/Si substrates were
UVO3-treated for approximately 30 min to provide a hydrophilic
surface. Spin-coating was performed to fabricate metal oxide films at
3500 rpm for 40 s. The as-spun metal precursor films were prebaked
on a hot plate for 5 min at 150 °C to remove the solvent residue in the
films. The films were then annealed in an electric furnace for 1 h at 400
or 500 °C. An ITO film used as a source/drain (S/D) electrode was
deposited on the Sb-loaded ZIO (or ZTO)/SiO2/Si substrate by
magnetron sputtering. The dc power and working pressure were 50 W
and 5 mTorr, respectively, under an Ar atmosphere. The S/D
electrode was patterned through a shadow mask during sputter
deposition. The width and length of the TFTs were 1000 and 150 μm,
respectively.

2.2. Characterization. The chemical states of the different Sb-
loaded ZIO or ZTO thin films were characterized by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, K-Alpha, Thermo Scientific). The
film thicknesses for the different Sb-loaded ZIO and ZTO layers were
measured using ellipsometry, and the results are included in Table S1.
Hall mobility (μHall) and carrier concentration (Ne) of the Sb-ZIO or
Sb-ZTO thin-film were evaluated from Hall effect measurement using
the van der Pauw configuration (BioRad, HL5500). Surface
morphologies of all the oxide films were characterized using atomic
force microscopy (AFM, Multimode 8, Bruker) and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, Hitachi, S-4300). Synchrotron-based grazing-
incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) was conducted on the Sb-loaded
ZIO and ZTO thin films at the 3C, 9A, and 6D beamlines, Pohang
Accelerator Laboratory (PAL), Korea.32 The incident angle of the X-
ray beam in the sample remained below 0.18°. The electrical
characteristics of the fabricated FETs were measured at room
temperature using a Keithley 2636 source meter. The field-effect
carrier mobility (μFET) was determined from the slope of the IDS

1/2 vs
VGS plot using the following equation

μ= −I WC L V V( /2 ) ( )DS i FET GS TH
2

(1)

Here, L is the channel length, W is the width, and Ci is the gate
capacitance per unit area (nFcm−2). The threshold voltage (VTH) was
defined as the gate voltage (VGS) that induces a drain current of L/W
× 10 nA at VDS = 10.1. The subthreshold swing (SS = dVGS/dlogIDS)
was extracted from the linear part of the log(IDS) vs VGS plot. The
numbers of fast bulk traps (NSS) and semiconductor−insulator
interfacial traps (Dit) were calculated using the following equation33

=
+qk T N t D
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where q is the electron charge, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the
absolute temperature, and tch is the channel layer thickness. NSS and Dit

in the Sb-loaded ZIO or ZTO FETs were calculated by setting one of
these parameters to zero. Therefore, the NSS and Dit values are
considered to be the maximum trap densities formed in a given
system.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows AFM topographies of different Sb-loaded ZIO
and ZTO films formed after annealing at 400 °C for 1 h. The
presence of the Sb dopant in the metal oxide precursor films
considerably affected the structures of each metal oxide film
and had positive and adverse effects in terms of the structural

uniformity. In the ZIO system, an enhancement in the film
uniformity was observed with an increase in Sb loading. As
shown in Figure 1a, nanosized domains in the Sb-free film
agglomerated, yielding a surface roughness (Rq) greater than
8.5 nm, whereas the dispersion of the nanodomains was
effectively enhanced with the presence of Sb. In particular, the
0.15 wt % Sb-loaded ZIO film showed a layer with well-
percolated nanodomains with a Rq below 5.0 nm (Figure 1c).
Sb5+ ion has a smaller cation radius (0.6 Å) than In3+ (0.8 Å)
and Zn2+ (0.74 Å), which would impart enhanced disorder
within the ZIO network to facilitate a smoother surface and
desirable formation of an amorphous phase. In contrast, the

Figure 1. AFM topographies of different Sb-loaded (a−c) ZIO and (d−f) ZTO films annealed at 400 °C for 1 h: (a, d) 0, (b, e) 0.10, (c, f) 0.15 wt
%.

Figure 2. 2D GIXD patterns of different Sb-loaded (a−c) ZIO and (d−f) ZTO films annealed at 400 °C for 1 h: (a, d) 0, (b, e) 0.10, (c, f) 0.15 wt
%.
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ZTO system showed severely heterogeneous domains, which
became larger with an increase in Sb loading (Figures 1d−f).
To characterize the film structures of both the ZIO and ZTO

systems, the Sb-loaded metal oxide films were further
characterized by 2D GIXD analysis. Figure 2 presents the 2D
GIXD patterns of different Sb-loaded ZIO and ZTO films. The
2D GIXD patterns of Sb-free and Sb-loaded ZIO films both
showed a diffused hollow ring at Q = 2.30 Å−1, independent of
the Sb loading in the ZIO host matrix. This result strongly
suggests that all the ZIO based films had amorphous-like
phases.34 In contrast, the 2D GIXD patterns of Sb-free and Sb-
loaded ZTO films showed intense X-ray reflections originating
from the discernible crystal planes in the ZnO, SnO2, and ZTO
phases. The 2D GIXD patterns of 0 and 0.10 wt % Sb-loaded
ZTO films showed intense diffraction peaks corresponding to
the crystallographic planes in either rutile SnO2 or wurtzite
ZnO crystallites. Each indexed crystal plane was identified using
a subscript that indicated a structure of either SnO2 or ZnO.
The introduction of 0.10 wt % Sb into the ZTO host matrix
slightly decreased the intensities of ZnO crystal planes as
compared to the Sb-free system. In contrast, the 0.15 wt % Sb-
loaded ZTO film showed diffraction patterns typical of ZTO
polycrystallites with a preferred growth direction, as determined
by anisotropic crystal reflections. These were indexed as (h00),
(220), (311), (222), and (422) in a face-centered spinel-
structured Zn2SnO4 (ZTO) with a = 8.657 Å.35 Additionally,
the X-ray reflections related to ZnO were marked with star
symbols (Figure 2f).
The morphology and X-ray results suggested that the ZIO

precursor solutions with Sb(CH3COO)3 provided improved
uniformity and granular connectivity during sequential casting
and annealing of the ZIO films. The amorphous semi-
conducting grains were well percolated, and we expected an
improved charge-carrier transport in the Sb-doped ZIO FETs.

In the case of the ZTO system, however, the introduction of
Sb(CH3COO)3 to the ZTO precursor solutions tended to
accelerate the formation of the spinel Zn2SnO phase, which is
the only thermodynamically stable compound oxide in the ZnO
and SnO2 binary system. Simultaneously, the Sb(CH3COO)3
induced enlargement of the ZnO crystallite domains embedded
in the crystalline ZTO matrix. We expected that the presence
and increasing concentration of the heterogeneous ZnO
crystallites would degrade the charge-carrier transport in the
Sb-doped ZTO FETs.
Evolution of the chemical state of Sb-doped ZIO and ZTO

films was evaluated using XPS analysis. The binding energies of
photoelectrons were calibrated to the C 1s peak for the C−C
bonds at 284.5 eV. Figure 3a shows the O 1s XPS profile for the
control ZIO film after thermal annealing at 400 °C. The
asymmetric peak of the O 1s spectrum was deconvoluted into
three peaks at 530.1, 530.8, and 531.6 eV.10,36 The O 1s peak
centered at 530.1 eV was assigned to oxygen bonded to fully
coordinated metal ions (octahedrally coordinated in the case of
In and tetrahedrally coordinated in the case of Zn, i.e., lattice
oxygen), and the peak at 530.8 eV was assigned to oxygen
bonded to under-coordinated metal cations. Although the
oxygen vacancy (VO) is not accurately defined in an amorphous
matrix due to the absence of long-range order, the oxygen
bonded to under-coordinated metal cations will be referred to
as VO for simplicity. The ZIO films with Sb had additional
peaks at 539.6 and 529.9 eV, which are assigned to Sb 3d3/2 and
Sb 3d5/2, respectively (Figure 3b, c).

37 The Sb-related peaks at
539.6 and 529.9 eV were amplified with increasing Sb loading
in the ZIO film, suggesting that the Sb cations are chemically
well incorporated in the amorphous ZIO host matrix.
Interestingly, the Sb-loaded ZIO films exhibited a considerably
lower VO and M−OH density compared to those of the Sb-free
host. The relative percent area of VO and metal−OH (M−OH)

Figure 3. O 1s XP spectra and their deconvolution results for Sb-loaded (a−c) ZIO and (d−f) ZTO films with different loadings: (a, d) 0 wt %, (b,
e) 0.10 wt %, (c, f) 0.15 wt %.
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related peaks in the XPS spectra of the 0.15 wt % Sb-loaded
ZIO film were calculated to be 14.0 and 10.0%, respectively.
These were much lower than the 23.0% and 14.0% in the Sb-
free ZIO film (Table 1). This result indicates that the

incorporated Sb cations promote metal−oxygen (M−O) lattice
bond formation and suppress the creation of defect centers
such as VO and M−OH. These structural changes can provide
fast charge carrier transport in the conducting channel layer
because the coherency of the percolation path is enhanced by
reducing carrier scattering centers. This was also discussed
above in the discussion of AFM and 2D GIXD results.
In contrast, the Sb-loaded nanocrystalline ZTO matrix film

did not show a decrease in the defect centers such as VO and
M−OH (Figure 3d−f). Deconvolution of the XPS spectra
related to the O 1s level showed that the Sb-related peaks at
539.6 and 529.9 eV were intensified with increasing Sb loading
in the ZTO system. However, the portions of the VO and M−
OH related peaks in the XPS spectra of the Sb-loaded ZTO
system were comparable to those in the Sb-free ZTO film. For
example, the relative percent area of VO and M−OH related
peaks for the 0.10 wt % Sb loaded ZTO film were 16.0 and
7.0%, respectively, close to the values of 15 and 8% for the Sb-
free ZTO film (Table 1). On the basis of these data, we inferred
that the Sb cations in the Sb-loaded ZTO system act as a weak
oxygen binder, whereas the physical role of Sb cations in Sb-
loaded ZIO system is to suppress the creation of VO.
It is important to clarify the oxidation states of Sb in the

doped metal oxide systems; Sb3+ and Sb5+ are likely to act as
acceptor-like traps and electron donors, respectively. Figure 4
represents XPS spectra of the Sb 3d3/2 level in the Sb-loaded
ZIO and ZTO films. The XPS spectra were deconvoluted into
two subprofiles with peaks at 538.7 and 539.6 eV,
corresponding to the binding energies of Sb3+ and Sb5+,
respectively. In the Sb-loaded ZIO film, the portion of Sb5+ was
dominant at 87.7 ± 0.5%, as shown in Figure 4a, b. Generally, a
cation with a higher ionic strength is a good oxygen binder (i.e.,
charge carrier suppressor). Therefore, Sb5+ was predicted to be
a better oxygen binder than Sb3+, because it has a higher
valence state (+5) and smaller radius (0.60 Å) compared to the
Sb3+ cation (0.76 Å).38 This rationale was well corroborated by
the fact that the Sb loading in the ZIO system caused a
reduction in the substantial VO density of the resulting Sb-
loaded ZIO films (Figure 3). In contrast, the portions of Sb3+ in
the Sb-loaded ZTO system was enhanced to 17.5 ± 0.5%
(Figure 4c, d), which was higher than the 12.2 ± 0.5% in the
Sb-doped ZIO system. The Sb3+ cation is a relatively weak
oxygen binder, therefore, Sb loading into the Sb-doped ZTO
system did not reduce the VO density.

The functionality of the synthesized Sb-loaded ZIO and
ZTO system as a charge carrier transporting layer was assessed
by Hall effect measurements. Figure 5 shows the variation in

μHall and the concentration of the free electron carrier (Ne)
values for the Sb-loaded ZIO and ZTO thin films. The μHall and
Ne values of the Sb-free ZIO films annealed at 400 °C were 6.4
cm2 V−1 s−1 and 1.6 × 1017 cm−3, respectively. As expected, the
0.15 wt % Sb-loaded ZIO film exhibited enhanced μHall and Ne
values of 20.2 cm2 V−1 s−1 and 9.1 × 1017 cm−3, respectively.
The Ne values of the 0.15 wt % Sb-loaded ZIO films were 5
times higher than that of the Sb-free ZIO film, even though a
high VO density of approximately 14% was determined by XPS.
Considering that only a small portion of all existing VO act as
shallow electron donors, the Sb-incorporated enhancement in
μHall seems to be inconsistent because the reduction in the VO
density decreased the Ne value in the Sb-loaded ZIO film. The
unexpected increase in the Ne value for the Sb-loaded ZIO film
may be attributed to the donor behavior of the Sb5+ cation.
Zn2+ and In3+ cations in the stoichiometric crystals are

Table 1. Variations in the Oxidation States of the Different
Sb-Loaded ZIO and ZTO Films As Calculated from the
Deconvolution of O 1s Level in the Resulting XPS Spectra

O 1s

metal oxide
film

Sb loading (wt
%)

lattice
(%)

vacancy
(%)

hydroxyl
(%)

ZIO 0.0 63.0 23.0 14.0
0.10 69.0 19.0 12.0
0.15 76.0 14.0 10.0

ZTO 0.0 77.0 15.0 8.0
0.10 77.0 16.0 7.0
0.15 82.0 13.0 5.0

Figure 4. Sb 3d3/2 XP spectra and their deconvolution results for the
Sb-loaded (a, b) ZIO and (c, d) ZTO with different loadings: (a, c)
0.10 wt %, (b, d) 0.15 wt %.

Figure 5. Variations in μHall and Ne values of the different Sb-loaded
(a) ZIO and (b) ZTO thin films.
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tetrahedrally and octahedrally coordinated by oxygen anions,
respectively. This means that the corresponding coordination
numbers (CN) of the Zn2+ and In3+ cations will be 4 and 6,
respectively. The Sb5+ cation in the antimony pentoxide
(Sb2O5) crystal is coordinated by six oxygen anions in a
distorted octahedral arrangement.39 The Sb5+ dopant incorpo-
rated in the amorphous ZIO matrix is likely to be coordinated
in a manner similar to that of In3+. Therefore, the Sb5+ cation,
which has five valence electrons, can contribute two free
electrons to the conduction band. Based on this interpretation,
the monotonic increase in μHall of the Sb-loaded ZIO FETs
with increasing Sb fraction is explained by the percolation
conduction mechanism.
The entirely opposite behavior was observed for the Sb-

loaded ZTO system in terms of the increasing Sb loading as
shown in Figure 5c, d. The Sb-free ZTO film had a μHall of 12.9
cm2 V−1 s−1 and a Ne of 1.1 × 1017 cm−3. As the Sb content
increased in the ZTO films, the μHall and Ne values
simultaneously decreased, i.e., the 0.15 wt % Sb-loaded ZTO
film had a μHall of 3.9 cm

2 V−1 s−1 and a Ne of 5.1 × 1015 cm−3.
This indicates that the existence of Sb5+ as a shallow donor in
the Sb-loaded ZTO film was masked by the overwhelming
creation of acceptor-like trap states. In a crystalline material, the

cation dopant incorporated into the host material must be
restricted by the structure of the specific crystal. The reduction
in the Ne value of the higher Sb-loaded ZTO films suggests the
replacement of Sb3+ for Sn4+ sites in a crystalline ZTO film,
where the substituted sites can act as acceptor-like centers. This
postulation is consistent with the fact that the portions of Sb3+

in the 0.15 wt % Sb-loaded ZTO system were higher than those
of the 0.10 wt % Sb-loaded ZTO system. The formation of
heterogeneous aggregates and the irregular film morphology in
the Sb-loaded ZTO system can also create the additional trap
states in the forbidden bandgap of the Sb-loaded semi-
conductor. This may be partially responsible for the reduction
in Ne for the Sb-loaded ZTO materials.
The transfer characteristics of the different Sb-loaded ZIO

FETs are shown in Figure 6a and Figure S1. First, the Sb-free
ZIO FETs exhibited marginal electrical performance: μFET, SS,
VTH and ION/OFF were 0.55 cm

2 V−1 s−1, 0.65 V decade−1, 3.6 V,
and 1.0 × 106, respectively (Table 2). The carrier transport
properties and switching capabilities were significantly
improved for the Sb-loaded ZIO FETs. The resulting 0.15 wt
% Sb-loaded ZIO FET showed a μFET of 1.8 cm

2 V−1 s−1 and an
ION/OFF of 3.0 × 106 (Figure 6c and Figure S1). The output
characteristics for the Sb-loaded ZIO FETs improved in terms

Figure 6. Typical IDS−VGS transfer curves and IG−VGS curves of the Sb-loaded (a−c) ZIO and (d−f) ZTO FETs including different Sb loadings: (a,
d) 0 wt %, (b, e) 0.10 wt %, (c, f) 0.15 wt % (these IDS-VGS transfer curves were measured at VDS = 10.1).

Table 2. Device Parameters Including μFET, SS, VTH, ION/OFF, Dit,max, and Nss,max Values of the Different Sb-Loaded ZIO and ZTO
Films

system Sb (wt %) μFET (cm2/(V s)) SS (V decade−1) VTH (V) ION/OFF Dit,max (eV
−1cm−2) Nss,max (eV

−1cm−3)

ZIO 0.0 0.55 ± 0.1 0.65 ± 0.30 3.6 ± 1.6 1.0 × 106 2.4 × 1012 8.4 × 1017

0.10 1.1 ± 0.1 0.32 ± 0.08 2.9 ± 1.0 5.0 × 106 1.2 × 1012 4.1 × 1017

0.15 1.8 ± 0.1 0.31 ± 0.05 0.2 ± 0.6 6.0 × 106 1.1 × 1012 4.0 × 1017

ZTO 0.0 2.5 ± 0.1 0.85 ± 0.10 3.1 ± 0.1 3.0 × 106 3.3 × 1012 1.2 × 1018

0.10 1.7 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 0.24 4.7 ± 0.7 1.0 × 106 5.1 × 1012 1.8 × 1018

0.15 0.97 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.30 4.7 ± 0.8 3.0 × 105 4.3 × 1012 1.6 × 1018
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of the operating drain current level with increasing Sb loading
(Figure S2). As shown in Figure 6a, a VTH shift (ΔVTH) of
approximately 4.0 V was also observed for the control ZIO
FETs. This result is attributed to the temporal gap-states at the
bulk channel layer and/or near the gate insulator/channel
interfaces. However, the hysteresis phenomenon nearly
disappeared for the Sb-loaded ZIO FETs, yielding a decrease
in the maximum bulk trap density (NSS,max) or interfacial trap
density (Dit,max). Specifically, the NSS,max or Dit,max values for the
0.15 wt % Sb-loaded ZIO FET decreased to 4.0 × 1017 cm−3

eV−1 and 1.1 × 1012 cm−2 eV−1, respectively, in comparison to
8.4 × 1017 cm−3 eV−1 and 2.4 × 1012 cm−2 eV−1 for the Sb-free
ZIO system (Table 2).
Unlike the ZIO system, the Sb-free ZTO FET showed better

electrical properties: a μFET of 2.5 cm2 V−1 s−1, a SS of 0.85 V
decade−1, a VTH of 3.1 V, and an ION/OFF of 3.0 × 106 (Figure
6d). μFET and VTH values of the 0.15 wt % Sb-loaded ZTO
FETs, however, decreased to 0.97 cm2 V−1 s−1 and 4.7 V,
respectively (Figure 6f and Figure S1). Additionally, NSS,max and
Dit,max values increased up to 1.6 × 1018 cm−3 eV−1 and 4.3 ×
1012 cm−2 eV−1, respectively, compared to the Sb-free ZTO
FET (NSS,max = 1.2 × 1018 cm−3eV−1 and Dit,max = 3.3 × 1012

cm−2 eV−1). On the basis of these results, the Sb dopant in the
ZTO adversely acted as either an electron carrier suppressor or
carrier scattering center. Output characteristics for the Sb-
loaded ZTO FETs also showed degradation in the current level
at each identical gate and drain voltage with an increase in Sb
loading (Figure S2). The gate leakage current (IG) values for
the different Sb-loaded ZIO and ZTO FETs were included in
the transfer characteristics. The measured IG values were
negligible compared to IDS values independent of the Sb
loadings.

The effect of Sb loading into the ZIO and ZTO system was
further demonstrated by reducing the molar concentration of
each precursor solution from 0.3 to 0.1 M. This reduction of
solution concentration resulted in the formation of a thinner
channel layer (Table S1); the thickness of the ZIO films
decreased from 42.0 ± 0.7 nm at 0.3 M to 17.6 ± 0.5 nm at 0.1
M. Under the given Sb loading, the ZTO FETs prepared at 0.1
M exhibited substantially enhanced transport characteristics; for
example, the μFET for the 0.15 wt % Sb-loaded ZIO FETs was
improved from 1.8 cm2 V−1 s−1 (at 0.3 M) to 4.2 cm2 V−1 s−1

(see Figure S2). Simultaneously, the NSS,max and Dit,max values
for the 0.15 wt % Sb-loaded ZIO FETs at 0.1 M decreased to
4.7 × 1017 cm−3 eV−1 and 8.2 × 1011 cm−2 eV−1, respectively, in
comparison to 4.0 × 1017 cm−3 eV−1 and 1.1 × 1012 cm−2 eV−1

for the 0.15 wt % Sb-loaded ZIO FETs at 0.3 M (Table S2).
The synergistic effect of Sb loading may come from either the
physical thinning or the more effective densification of the Sb-
loaded ZIO films due to its lower solution concentration.
Conversely, the ZTO FETs with an identical Sb loading
prepared at 0.1 M suffered from deterioration of the carrier
transport properties and current modulation capabilities, which
can be explained by their poorer microstructure due to the
decrease of average crystalline size (see Figure S3 and Table
S2).
The gate bias stress instability of the Sb-loaded ZIO and

ZTO FETs were investigated to elucidate the role of Sb cation
in the channel layers. Figure 7 shows variations in the IDS−VGS

transfer curves of the different Sb-loaded ZIO FETs measured
under PBS and NBS conditions as a function of the stress time
up to 1800 s. In this test, the devices were stressed under gate
biases of +15 (for PBS) and −15 V (for NBS). The 0 wt % Sb-
loaded ZIO FETs suffered from huge positive (ΔVTH = +12.0
V) and negative VTH shifts (ΔVTH = −6.3 V) during PBS and

Figure 7. Time-dependent variations in the transfer characteristics for the different Sb-loaded ZIO FETs under the (a−c) PBS and (d−f) NBS
conditions: (a, d), (b, e) 0.10, and (c, f) 0.15 wt % Sb loading.
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NBS testing, respectively (Figure 7a, d and Table 3). As
expected, the 0.1 and 0.15 wt % Sb-loaded ZIO FETs showed

highly enhanced PBS and NBS stabilities. ΔVTH values for the
0.15 wt % Sb-loaded ZIO FET were reduced to +1.7 and −2.0
V after the same PBS and NBS tests, respectively (Figures 7c, f
and Table 3). This result is related to the reduction in the VO
density of the Sb-loaded ZIO films. Under the PBS condition,
the accumulated electron carriers can be partially consumed by
neutralizing the shallow VO

2+ in the deep VO state as VO
2+ +

2e− → VO, leading to a positive VTH shift. Because the degree of
positive VTH shift tends to be proportional to the pre-existing
VO density, the 0.15 wt % Sb-loaded ZIO FETs with the lowest
VO density exhibited the most stable behavior against the
external PBS. It should be noted that none of the fabricated
FETs were passivated. The dynamic adsorption/desorption of
ambient gases such as oxygen molecules and moisture
depended on the applied electric-field, and these can also
contribute to the VTH shift observed for the different Sb-loaded
ZIO FETs. However, we believe that the Sb-dependent VTH

shifts for the Sb-ZIO FETs were mainly related to the variation
in the intrinsic defects density in the channel layer. The
negative VTH shift of the Sb-ZIO FETs under the NBS
condition can also be explained by the reverse reaction [VO →
VO

2+ + 2e−], where a lower quasi-Fermi energy level (toward
the valence band edge) induced by the applied NBS will
energetically favor the conversion from VO to VO

2+. Therefore,
the simultaneous improvement in the PBS and NBS resulted in
stable Sb-loaded ZIO FETs with increasing Sb loading, which is
consistent with the fact that the corresponding VO density in
the Sb-loaded ZIO films decreased as a result of the
incorporation of Sb5+ as an efficient oxygen binder.
Conversely, the PBS and NBS instability for the Sb-loaded

ZTO FETs became worse with increasing Sb loading in the
ZTO film as shown in Figure 8 and Table 3. The Sb-free ZTO
FETs exhibited reasonable stability against the external PBS
and NBS. The ΔVTH values for the 0 wt % Sb-loaded ZTO
FET were +1.4 V and −0.9 V after the application of PBS and
NBS durations, respectively (Figure 8a, d). The PBS and NBS
instability for the ZTO FETs with 0.15 wt % Sb loading became
worse, moving to +6.3 V and −6.9 V, respectively (Figures 8c, f
and Table 3). The reason for these degradations in the
crystalline Sb-loaded ZTO system is the unexpected creation of
heterogeneous two-dimensional defects as a result of the
enhanced aggregate formation. The Sb loading into the ZTO
system caused the evolution of largely heterogeneous
morphologies and interfaces where the heterogeneous ZnO
nanocrystallites were increasingly embedded in the polycrystal-
line spinel Zn2SnO phase. Those two-dimensional morpho-
logical and interfacial defect states likely act as the carrier
trapping centers, leading to deterioration in PBS and NBS
instability for the resulting Sb-loaded ZTO FETs.

Table 3. Variations in the VTH Shift after the Application of
PBS and NBS for the Different Sb-Loaded ZIO and ZTO
FETs

system
Sb (wt
%)

PBS induced ΔVTH
(V)

NBS induced ΔVTH
(V)

Sb-loaded ZIO
FETs

0.0 +11.9 −6.3
0.1 +7.0 −3.2
0.15 +1.7 −2.0

Sb-loaded ZTO
FETs

0.0 +1.4 −0.9
0.1 +4.7 −2.4
0.15 +6.3 −6.9

Figure 8. Time-dependent variations in the transfer characteristics for the different Sb-loaded ZTO FETs under the (a−c) PBS and (d−f) NBS
conditions: (a, d), (b, e) 0.10, and (c, f) 0.15 wt % Sb loading.
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4. CONCLUSION
The effects of antimony doping in solution-processed zinc
indium oxide (ZIO) and zinc tin oxide (ZTO) films were
examined by AFM, SEM, 2D GIXD, XPS and Hall measure-
ments. The 0.10 or 0.15 wt % Sb loading into the ZIO system
allowed the Sb-loaded ZIO films to have enhanced nano-
domains and reduced VO density morphology without inducing
crystallization. This led to improvements in the field-effect
mobility and gate bias stress reliability, including PBS and NBS
induced VTH instabilities. Our results indicated that the Sb5+

cation incorporated in the Sb-loaded ZIO system acted as
shallow donors, and thus as mobility promoters as well. This
positive effect can be attributed to the vacant 5s orbital
availability of the Sb5+ cation, which is similar to that of In3+

([Kr]4d105s0). Simultaneously, the stronger ionic field strength
of the Sb5+ cation makes it an efficient oxygen binder for the
Sb-loaded ZIO system, which prevented the unwanted creation
of VO defects and intensified the resistance of the Sb-loaded
ZIO FETs to the application of an external gate bias stress.
Therefore, the synergistic effect of boosting both mobility and
stability in the Sb-loaded ZIO system can be used in vacuum or
solution processed metal oxide semiconductors and related
FETs. Conversely, the introduction of Sb cations into the ZTO
system caused the formation of a spinel Zn2SnO4 phase with a
preferential orientation and enlargement of the wurtzite ZnO
nanoscale inclusions from the host ZTO crystal. The
functionality of Sb cations as VO defect suppressors was not
observed in the Sb-loaded ZTO system. This was due to
enhanced Sb3+ cation incorporation, which presumably resulted
in acceptor-like trap states. As a result, the field-effect mobility
and gate bias stress induced reliabilities of Sb-loaded ZTO
FETs became worse with increasing Sb fraction. Therefore, we
concluded that the synergic effect of Sb loading into the metal
oxide semiconductor system is expected when the Sb-loaded
metal oxide materials remain in the amorphous state.
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